
Prologue

March 2, 2989
Anthony Reynolds starts design for a world he calls Kasta.  Anthony worked on 
blueprints for buildings, robots, and even a machine whose name was EKO.  He 
went through many models before he was satisfied with the finished product. 
EKO713 was the 7th model and 13th design for the famous Electric Kinetic 
Oracle.  This android would be the basis of Kasta and its inhabitants.

May 10, 2992
An uncharted world is discovered by renowned explorers Mark and Danny 
Seriago.  This planet is declared building site of Kasta.

August 7, 2993
Construction begins on Planet G-3 to transform it into the fallible world, Kasta. 
To the delight of the workers, Planet G-3 was already inhabited by creatures. 
The Hologens appeared to be the superior creatures of the planet so the 
Interplanetary Council (IPC) ruled them into submission before beginning 
construction.

May 10, 2995
Exactly 3 years after its discovery, Planet G-3 is fully transformed into a new 
home world.  This is a major victory for the human race considering the gravity 
is lower and the Sun gives off more heat. Uncomfortable, but bearable.

April 28, 2997
Discontentment grows between the Hologens and the Incarcerela.  The 
Incarcerela leave the Surface World to begin living anew in the water.



October 14, 2997 
The Incarcerela complete construction of the Under World.  The Under World 
becomes the underwater Eden for some of Kasta's lower class creatures.

July 28, 3015
The Reflection War occurs.  This is the war between the Hologen and the 
Incarcerela, along with each sides various allies.

October 9, 3015
All traces of life on Kasta simultaneously disappears.  IPC sends out scouts to 
investigate.

November 5, 3015
Marked return date of IPC scouts.  Earth stands still, waiting in silence, as the 
landing pad remains empty.

November 9, 3015
IPC creates Planetary SWAT Force (PSF).  150 PSF employees board spaceship 
to Kasta.

November 27, 3015
PSF reaches  Kasta after some technical difficulties.  They lose contact with home 
base.

January 15, 3016
IPC sends out 2nd PSF Regiment consisting of 3000 members.  The Regiment 
never contacts home base again.

January 5, 3017
Earth takes Kasta as a loss and attempts for the removal of all files on system.


